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Abstract 

 In this paper we assume  a group of collaborating agents where each agent is defined 

as an Information System. The system is coupled with a Query Answering System and a 

knowledge base which is initially empty. Information Systems can be incomplete. A user 

issues a query to the local database S in search for objects in information system that match a 

desired description. In case when some components of the description are missing in S, the 

query cannot be answered. The client then has to contact other agents to get some definitions 

of missing parts of the query. Our goal is to find optimal agent for client, where by optimal 

we mean an agent of maximal precision and recall. From all the agents we have, we choose 

the agent with the minimal value of distance, which corresponds to the closest agent to client. 

The definition of distance d discovered at the closest agent to the client and stored in KB of 

the client will guarantee that Query Answering System connected with the client has maximal 

precision and recall in group of agents having attribute d.  

  

 Keywords: Information system, knowledge base, chase, agent, query answering 

system 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

  We assume that there is a group of collaborating agents where each agent is defined 

as an Information System ), where X is a set of objects, A - a set of attributes and 

V - a set of values of attributes. The system S is coupled with a Query Answering System 

(QAS) and a knowledge base (KB) which is initially empty. Information Systems can be 

incomplete, where by incompleteness we mean a property which allows using attribute values 

with corresponding to them weights, as a value of an attribute ( ). We assume that the 

sum of these weights  for each object has to be equal 1. The definition of an information 

system of type λ given in this paper was initially proposed in [9]. The type λ was introduced 

with a purpose to monitor the weights assigned to values of attributes by Chase algorithm. If a 

weight is less than λ, then the corresponding attribute value is ruled out as a possible value 

and weights assigned to the remaining attribute values are equally adjusted so its sum is equal 

again to one. Semantic inconsistencies are due to different interpretations of attributes and 

their values among sites (for instance one site can interpret the concept “tall” or “happy” 

differently than the other one). Different interpretations are also implied by the fact that each 

site may differently handle null values. Null value replacement by a value suggested either by 

statistical or some rule-based methods is quite common before a query is answered by QAS. 
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Also ontologies ([5], [6], [11], [12], [13], [1], [2], [14], [4]) are widely used as a part of 

semantical bridge between agents built independently so they can collaborate and understand 

each other. In [8], the notion of the optimal rough semantics and a method of its construction 

was proposed. The rough semantics can be used to model and nicely handle semantic 

inconsistencies among sites due to different interpretations of incomplete values. As the result 

of collaborations among agents, a knowledge base of any agent is updated and it contains 

rules extracted from information systems representing other agents. Although the names of 

attributes can be the same among information systems, their granularity levels may differ. As 

the result of these differences, the knowledge base has to satisfy certain properties in order to 

be used by Chase. Also, the semantic differences between agents may influence the precision 

and recall of a query answering system. We will show that it is wise to use the knowledge 

obtained from agents which are semantically close to the client agent when solving a query. 

This way, the precision and recall is getting improved. 

 

2. Query Processing with Data 
 

 In real life, data are often collected and stored in information systems residing at 

many different locations, built independently, instead of collecting and storing them at a 

single location. In this case we talk about distributed (autonomous) information systems or 

about agents. Assume that user submits a query to one of the agents (called a client), which 

cannot be answered because some of the attributes used in a query do not exist in the 

information system representing the client site. 

In such case, the client has to ask other agents for definitions of these unknown attributes. All 

these new definitions are stored then in the knowledge base of a client and can be used for 

answering the queries.  

 

Example 1. 

 

Let us assume, we have we have three distributed  information systems S, S1, and S2, as in 

Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.  

 

Table 1.  Information System S 
 

X a d e f 

x1     
x2     
x3     
x4     
x5     
x6     

 
Table 2.  Information System S1 

 

Y a b c d e 

y1      
y2      
y3      
y4      
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y5      
 

Table 3.  Information System S2 
 

Z B c d f g 

z
1 

     

z
2 

     

z
3 

     

z
4 

     

z
5 

     

 
 

Our goal is to find all objects in S satisfying the query . 

In this example, attribute values b1 and c2 are not in the domain V of the client S. Therefore 

the system has to communicate with other information systems (in this case with S1 and S2) 

to receive the definitions for values b1 and c2 in terms of known values in system S. Systems 

S and S1 have two common attributes d and e. Systems S and S2 also have two common 

attributes d and f. In this case system S sends a request for system S1 to find the definition of 

b1*c2 in terms of attributes d and e, as b1*c2 is not known for agent S. The same system also 

sends a request for system S2 for finding a definition of b1*c2 in terms of attributes d and f.  

 

For system S1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

None of the sets of objects describing b1 and c2 is included in sets of objects describing 

attributes d and e. Therefore we take a pair  and this set of objects is 

included in set e1. The part of our query  can be easily replaced by e1, so the query in 

system S can have new form: . Objects satisfying such query are x1, x3. 

 

For system S2: 
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None of the sets of objects describing b1 and c2 are included in sets of objects describing 

attributes d and f. Therefore we take into consideration  a pair  and this set of 

objects is included in set f2. In such case the part of the query  can be replaced by f2, so 

the query in system S can have form: . Objects satisfying this query are x1, x3, x5. 

The problem is: which answer is better for client, is this the answer received from agent S1 or 

agent S2? 

 

3. Query Processing with Incomplete Data 
 

 In many fields, such as medical, banking, music, similar databases are kept at many 

sites. Some attributes may be missing in one database, while they occur in others. Missing 

attributes lead to problems. A user may issue a query to the local database S in search for 

objects in information system that match a desired description, only to realize that one 

component a1 of that description is missing in S so that the query cannot be answered. The 

definition of a1 may be extracted from agents at other sites e.g. S1, S2 and used to identify 

objects in S having property a1 (under the assumption that agents work with the same or 

similar semantic).  

 

Example 2. 

 

Let us assume, we have two distributed  information systems S, S1 as in Table 4, Table 5.  

 

Table 4.  Information System S 
 

X B c d 

x1    
x2    
x3    
x4    
x5    
x6    

 
Table 5.  Information System S1 

 

Y A b c e f 

y1      
y2      
y3      
y4      
y5      

 

Our goal is to find all objects in S satisfying query . 

In this example, attribute a is non-local for a system S, so the query answering system 

associated with S has to contact other agents requesting a definition of a in terms of {b,c,d}. 

Assume that the system S1 is contacted. The most informative definition of a, extracted from 

S1, would involve only attributes . If not, the optimal a-reduct is 

the one which has minimal number of elements outside {b,c}. 
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For system S1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Set of objects corresponding to c1 is included in set of objects corresponding to a2. Therefore 

we can obtain a rule . From remaining sets we build pairs, triples etc. of values of 

attributes up to the fixed point, which are: 

 

 

 
 

The set of objects  are included in set described by a1, so in such case we have next 

rule  . 

 

 All these new definitions are stored in the knowledge base of a client and then used to 

chase the missing attributes. But, before any chase algorithm, called rule-based chase, can be 

applied, semantic inconsistencies among sites have to be somehow resolved. Assuming the 

same semantics at the client S and agent S1 sites, query q will undergo the transformation 

process, and the resulting query depends only on attributes b and c so it can be processed by 

local QAS for client site. If semantic differ at all client and agents sites, then the new query 

has no clear meaning. Task ontologies with rough approach to query transformation should be 

applied to handle this problem. 

 

Definition 1: 

 

 We say that S(A) = (X; A; V) is an incomplete information system of type λ, if S(A) is 

an incomplete information system introduced by Pawlak in [7] and the following two 

conditions hold: 

 for any  

 

, and     

     

 Now, let us assume that S1(A), S2(A) are incomplete information systems, both of 

type λ. The same set X of objects is stored in both systems and the same set A of attributes is 

used to describe them. The meaning and granularity of values of attributes from A in both 

systems S1 and S2 is also the same. Additionally we assume that:: 

 

  and . 

 

 We say that containment relation ψ holds between S1 and S2, if the following two 

conditions hold: 
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 Instead of saying that containment relation holds between S1 and S2, we can 

equivalently say that S1 was transformed into S2 by containment mapping ψ. This fact can be 

presented as a statement  

or   

 

Similarly, we can either say that   was transformed into   by ψ or that containment 

relation ψ holds between  and  

 

 So, if containment mapping ψ converts an information system S1 to S2, then S2 is 

more complete than S1. Saying another words, for a minimum one pair , either 

ψ has to decrease the number of attribute values in  or the average difference between 

confidences assigned to attribute values in has to be increased by ψ. 

To give an example of a containment mapping ψ, let us take two information systems S1, S2 

both of the type λ, represented as Table 6 and Table 7. 

 

Table 6.  Information System S1 

 

X A B c d e 

x1 
  

  
 

x2 
  

   

x3   
 

  

x4     
 

x5 
 

    

x6     
 

x7  
  

  

x8      
 

 It can be easily checked that the values assigned to e(x1), b(x2), c(x2), a(x3), e(x4), 

a(x5), c(x7), and a(x8) in S1 are different than the corresponding values in S2. In each of these 

eight cases, an attribute value assigned to an object in S2 is less general than the value 

assigned to the same object in S1. It means that ψ(S1) = S2. 

From now on, an agent will be denoted by AG(S;KB), where S is an incomplete information 

system of type λ and KB is a knowledge base containing rules extracted from information 

systems of other agents collaborating with AG(S;KB). 

 
Table 7.  Information System S2 

 

X a b c d E 

x1 
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x2 
 

 
 

  

x3   
 

  

x4      
x5 

 
    

x6     
 

x7  
 

   

x8 
 

    

 

4. Query Processing based on Collaboration and Chase 
 

Assume that we have a group G of collaborating agents and user submits a query q(B) to an 

agent AG(S(A);KB) from that group, where: 

 

-  S(A) = (X; A; V), KB = , 

-  B are the attributes used in q(B), 

- .  

 

 All attributes in  are called foreign for AG(S(A);KB). Since AG(S(A);KB) 

can collaborate with other agents in G, definitions of foreign attributes for AG(S(A);KB) can 

be extracted from information systems associated with agents in G. In [8], it was shown that 

agent AG(S(A);KB) can answer the query q(B) assuming that definitions of all values of 

attributes from  can be extracted at the remote sites for S and used to answer q(B). 

 Foreign attributes for S, can be seen as attributes with only null values assigned to all 

objects in S. Assume now that we have three collaborating agents: 

AG(S;KB), AG(S1;KB1), AG(S2;KB2), where S=(X;A;V), S1=(X1;A1;V1), S2=(X2;A2;V2), and KB 

= KB1 = KB2 = . If the consensus between AG(S;KB) and AG(S1;KB1) on the knowledge 

extracted from S(A∩A1) and S1(A∩A1) is closer than the consensus between AG(S;KB) and 

AG(S2;KB2) on the knowledge extracted from S(A∩A2) and S2(A∩A2), then AG(S1;KB1) is 

chosen by AG(S;KB) as the agent to be asked for help in solving user queries. Rules defining 

foreign attribute values for S are extracted at S1 and stored in KB.  

 Assuming that systems S1, S2 store the same sets of objects and use the same 

attributes to describe them, system S1 is more complete than system S2, if ψ(S2) = S1. The 

question remains, if the values predicted by the imputation process are really correct, and if 

not, how far they are (assuming that some distance measure can be set up) from the correct 

values which clearly are unknown? Classical approach, to this kind of problems, is to start 

with a complete information system and remove randomly from it, e.g. 10 percent of its 

values and next run the imputation algorithm on the resulting system. The next step is to 

compare the descriptions of objects in the system which is the outcome of the imputation 

algorithm with descriptions of the same objects in the original system. But, before we can 

continue any further this discussion, we have to decide on the interpretation of functors “or” 

and “and”, denoted in this paper by “+” and “*”, correspondingly. We will adopt the 

semantics of terms proposed in [10] since their semantics preserves distributive property, 

which means:  , for any queries . 

So, let us assume that  is an information system of type λ and t is a term 

constructed in a standard way from values of attributes in V seen as constants and from two 
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functors + and *. By , we mean the standard interpretation of a term t in S defined as 

(see [10]): 

 

• , for any  

•  

•  
 

where for any  we have: 

 

•  

•  
 

Assume that AG(S;KB) is an agent, where  and KB contains definitions of 

attribute values in B. Clearly  Assume also that the set of all incomplete attributes 

in A is denoted by In(A). Saying another words In(A)={a∈A:(∈x∈X)[card(a(x))≠1]} and 

 is a consistent set of rules in S.  

The null value imputation algorithm Chase, given below, converts information system  

of type λ to a new more complete information system Chase( ) of the same 

type. Initially NULL values are assigned to all attributes in B for all objects in   
 

Algorithm Chase(S, In(A), L(D)) 

INPUT    

• System  ),,( VAXS = ,  

• Set of incomplete attributes },...,,{)( 21 kaaaAIn = ,  

• Set of rules L(D). 

 

BEGIN 

1:=j ; 

while  kj ≤  do  

begin  

SS j =: ; 

for all  Xx∈  do 
pj := 0; 

 begin  

 ∅=:)(xb j ; 

 nj := 0; 

 for all  jaVv∈  do 

  begin     

if 1))(( ≠xacard j  and }:){( Iivt i ∈→ is a maximal subset of 

rules   from )(DL   such that )(),( iSi tNpx
j

∈  then    

if  )]sup()([ vtvtconfp iiiIi →⋅→⋅∑
∈ λ≥  then 
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begin 

)])}sup()([,{()(:)( vtvtconfpvxbxb iiiIijj →⋅→⋅∑∪= ∈ nj := 

nj + )]sup()([ vtvtconfp iiiIi →⋅→⋅∑
∈ ; 

    end  

   end 

  pj := pj + nj ; 

  end 

if  ]/)([))(( jjj pxbxa =Ψ ;   

 then  ]/)([:)( jjj pxbxa = ; 

1: += jj ; 

  end 

 I }1:{: kjSS j ≤≤=      

Chase  (S, In(A), L(D)) 

END 

 

OUTPUT    
System Chase2 (S). 

 

 The algorithm Chase is chasing information system S, attribute by attribute, changing 

values of attributes assigned to objects in X only after all incomplete attributes in S are being 

chased. This process is continued till the fixed point is reached (no changes in S are made by 

Chase) The proposed algorithm is new in comparison to known strategies for chasing NULL 

values in relational tables because of the assumption about partial incompleteness of data 

(sets of weighted attribute values can be assigned to an object as its value). Algorithm ERID 

[3]) is used by Chase algorithm to extract rules from this type of data. Algorithm Chase 

converts the incomplete information system  to a new information system of type λ 

which is more complete. 

  Now, let us assume that agent AG(S;KB) represents the client site, where S is a 

partially incomplete information system of type λ. When a query q(B) is submitted to 

AG( ;KB), its query answering system QAS will replace S by Chase(S) and next 

will solve the query using, for instance, the strategy proposed in [10]. Clearly, we can argue 

why the resulting information system obtained by Chase cannot be stored aside and reused 

when a new query is submitted to AG(S;KB)? If AG(S;KB) does not have many updates, we 

can do that by keeping a copy of Chase(S) and next reuse that copy when a new query is 

submitted to AG(S;KB). System Chase(S), if stored aside, cannot be reused by QAS when the 

number of updates in the original S and/or KB exceeds a given threshold value. 

 

5. In Search for the Best Agent 
 

 Assume again that agent AG(S;KB) represents the client site. As we already pointed 

out, the knowledge base KB, contains rules extracted from information systems representing 

other agents. Our goal is to find optimal i-agent AG(Si;KB) for client AG(S;KB), where by 

optimal we mean an agent of maximal precision and recall. The distance between two agents 

is calculated using the formula: 
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where 

 

 
 

  From all the agents we have, we choose the agent with the minimal value of 

 which corresponds to the closest agent to the client. The definition of distance d 

discovered at the closest agent to the client and stored in KB of the client will guarantee that 

Query Answering System connected with the client has maximal precision and recall in group 

of agents having d.  

Example 3 
 

Let us assume we have three information systems S, S1, S2, as represented as Table 8, Table 9 

and Table 10. Client S has no information about attribute d, which appears in other systems 

such as S1 and S2. Our goal is to choose one of the system either AG(S1,KB) or AG(S2,KB), 

from which we will be able to predict values of d in system S. 
 

Table8.  Information System S 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 9.  Information System S1 
 

X a b c d E 

x1 0 1 H 3 - 

x2 0 2 L 3 + 

x3 1 3 L 3 + 

x4 1 1 H 3 - 

x5 0 2 L 1 + 

x6 1 3 L 1 + 

x7 2 1 H 3 - 

 
Table 10.  Information System S2 

 

Z A b c d 

z1 1 2 L  

z2 1 1 H  

z3 2 1 H  

z4 0 2 H  

z5 2 2 L  

z6 0 3 L  
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Because attributes a, b, c are common in all of the systems, first we extract rules describing 

them. For each rule we calculate support and confidence in a standard way. For system S1 we 

have: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
... 

 

 
... 

For system S2 we have: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Y a b c d 

y1 1 1 H 1 

y2 1 1 H 3 

y3 0 2 L 1 

y4 0 3 L 3 

y5 2 2 L 1 

y6 2 3 H 3 
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... 

 

 
... 

We do the same for system S. 

The distance between S and S1 is calculated:  

and the distance between S and S2:  

Because the distance between S and S1 is smaller than between S and S2, we choose S1 as the 

better agent for contact with S. 

In next step the chosen - the closest agent S1 contacts with information system S, to improve 

this system, using the containment relation mentioned earlier. 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

  In this paper we assumed we have a group of collaborating agents, and the user 

submits a query to an agents from this group. The knowledge base corresponding to given 

information systems, contains rules extracted from information systems representing other 

agents. We proposed method of finding  and identifying  optimal agent  for client, where by 

optimal we mean an agent of maximal precision and recall. The distance between two agents 

was calculated and tested. To improve our strategy, we can look for additional hidden slots 

taking into consideration. We can choose attributes with the highest support. 
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